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Abstract. The strong variations and uncertainties of high-penetration variable renewable energy sources 
(RESs) has greatly challenged the operation of power systems. Considering the rapid adjustability of 
hydropower to complement various RESs, in this paper, a coordinated optimization model is proposed for 
hydro-wind-solar integrated systems. Based on the variational auto-encoder, a scenarios generation method 
is proposed to capture the spatial-temporal complementary and fluctuant characteristics of wind and PV power 
with high model accuracy and low computational complexity. The detailed hydraulic and electrical 
relationship between cascade reservoirs are established to make full use of the controllable regulation capacity 
of cascade hydropower stations. With the linearization of the head-sensitive power generation and nonlinear 
water head, the optimization model is reformulated into a tractable mixed integer linear programming (MILP) 
formulation. A basin in Northwest China integrated with prolific wind and solar resources is selected for a 
case study. The computational experiments on actual data demonstrate the applicability of the proposed 
method. 

1 RODUCTION 
THE deficiency of fossil fuels and deterioration of 
environment situation all over the world promotes the 
development of renewable energy sources(RESs) 
generations. The efficient scheduling and management of 
RES is of significant importance for the operation of 
modern power system. However, the increasing amount of 
RESs including wind and photovoltaic (PV) greatly 
threatens the safety and stability of power grids. On the 
other hand, hydroelectric sources are able to smooth these 
mutable RESs generations with abundant capacity and fast 
adjustable ability. And a growing number of researchers 
are gradually paying more attention to the joint operation 
of multi-energy hybrid systems such as hydro-wind-solar 
hybrid system [1]. The optimal operation of multi-energy 
coupling system considering complementary 
characteristics has become the trend of current research. 

Previous studies revealed that total power generation 
of various renewable energy power sources might became 
smoother in several areas of China [2-3]. Meanwhile, with 
the strong regulation capacity from rich water resources 
and large-scale hydroelectric systems, the joint 
optimization of power system with solar, wind and 
hydropower was becoming a hot topic in China. In 
Longyangxia, solar-hydroelectric hybrid system had been 
practically put into operation in 2013, and the hydropower 
stations is utilized to track the fluctuation of PV [4]. [5] 

analysed the complementary characteristics of 
photovoltaic and hydropower over different time step and 
proposed the methods for capacity planning. Power output 
uncertainty was the major obstacles for the penetration of 
high proportional RES generations. Many works showed 
the advantages of combining multiple power sources. In 
addition, the accurately modeling of the RES considering 
their uncertainties is vital for the optimal operation of 
multi-energy hybrid systems. Scenarios based 
methodology is widely used to describe these uncertain 
resources. With a set of typical generation scenarios, the 
stochastic economic dispatch problems can be solved and 
optimal operation strategies can be determined [6]. Many 
works have focused on the model-based methods for 
scenarios production [7-9]. [7] used the empirical 
cumulative distribution function to model the wind power 
generation, while in [8], copula function is utilized to 
model the joint distribution of multiple renewable energy 
power output. [9] proposed a dynamic factor model for the 
estimation of the correlation between load and wind power. 
Nevertheless, due to the nonlinear power conversion 
process, spatial-temporal interactions and variant weather 
conditions, model-based scenarios generation 
methodology is difficult for practical use with the 
shortcomings in complexity and generalization ability. 
Recently, machine learning and deep learning algorithms 
are applied widespread in the industry such as computer 
vision (CV) and natural language processing (NLP). These 
algorithms were used for scenarios production as well, 
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such as Radial Basis Functional Neural Networks 
(RBFNN) [10] and deep neural network (DNN) models 
[11]. Most of the time, these machine learning algorithms 
can better capture the nonlinear correlations between 
various RES. However, the features extraction and the 
acquisition of tagged data are still challenging.  

Currently, there are still few studies related to the 
optimal coordination of multi-energy hybrid systems 
including wind, PV as well as hydro resources, 
particularly in a river basin, where cascade reservoirs can 
provide strong adjustable capacity. Furthermore, the 
detailed model of multiple RES and the quantified benefits 
of their complementarity still need further researches. In 
this paper, a coordinated optimization model is proposed 
for the operation of cascade hydro-wind-solar integrated 
system in a basin. Based on the variational auto-encoder 
(VAE), this paper proposes a scenarios generation method 
to capture the spatial-temporal complementary and 
fluctuant characteristics of wind and PV power with high 
model accuracy and low computational complexity. The 
detailed hydraulic and electrical relationship between 
cascade reservoirs are established to make full use of the 
controllable regulation capacity of hydropower stations. 
With the linearization of head-sensitive power generation 
and nonlinear water head, the optimization model is 
reformulated into a tractable mixed integer linear 
programming (MILP) formulation.  Finally, the 
performance and effectiveness of proposed methods are 
demonstrated in the actual system. 

2 SHORT-TERM OPTIMAL OPERATION OF WIND-
SOLAR-HYDRO HYBRID SYSTEM 
In this section, we propose the formulation for the short-
term optimal operation of hydro-wind-solar integrated 
system. Considering the spatial and temporal correlations 
between the wind and PV power, the joint distribution of 
them is obtained based on the VAE models. The refined 
model of cascade hydropower stations is established 
taking the impacts of diversified factors into account to 
further mitigate the variability of RESs with regulation 
capacity. Several methods are used for the linearization of 
the proposed optimization model as well.   

2.1 Variational auto-encoder for scenarios 
generation 

At present, VAE is one of the most commonly used 
generative models. The goal of the generative model is to 
build the target data X based on the hidden variable Z . 
Usually, we assume that Z obeys some given distributions 
(e.g. normal distribution or uniform distribution), and then 
train a model to map the original probability distribution 
of Z to the training sets. Because we cannot determine the 
most appropriate distribution of training data, we 
transform the probability distribution of X as follow: 
 ( ) ( ) ( )|p X p X Z p Z dZ=   (1) 

Where ( )p X  and ( )p Z  represent the probability 
distribution of X  and Z  respectively. 

Assuming that Z is the standard normal distribution, 
we can sample from it to get the set of Z, and generate the 
scenarios based on the sample set. However, to make sure 
the one-to-one match of sample kX and target kZ , we 
assume the ( )| kp Z X is the exclusive distribution of kX  

and ( )| kp Z X  obeys the normal distribution [12]: 

 ( ) ( )2log | log ; ,k k kp Z X N Z u Iσ=  (2) 

Where kμ  is the mean and 2
kσ  is the variance, I is the 

identity matrix.  
To fit two parameters of normal distribution, we 

construct two corresponding neural network to deal with 
the nonlinear characteristics. In this paper, we choose to 
fit ( )2log kσ  rather than 2

kσ  because of the selection of the 
activation function. 

With above assumptions, the probability distribution 
of Z will obey the standard normal distribution: 
 ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )0, I 0, Ip Z N p X dX N= =  (3) 

Thus it is practical to sample from the standard normal 
distribution directly for scenarios generation. On the other 
hand, in order to make ( )| kp Z X  approximate the normal 
distribution, we add the regularization terms into the loss 
function based on Kullback-leibler (K-L) divergence: 

 ( )2
2 2 2

,
1

1 log 1
2

d

k k k
k

L u
μ σ

σ σ
=

= + − −  (4) 

Where d is the dimension of Z . The target of K-L 
divergence is to get a mean of 0 and a variance of 1 to keep 
the accuracy and robustness of the scenarios generation 
model. Moreover, the mean and variance should be 
optimized in the back propagation process, but the 
sampling process is not derivable. So we sample from the 
standard normal distribution and obtain the derivative 
intermediate results with the mean and variance. 

Activation function is also crucial for the performance 
of neural network. Rectified Linear Unit (ReLU) is the 
most widely used activation function with the form: 
 ( ) ( )Re max 0,i iLU x x=  (5) 

Where ix is the result of i-th node before activation. 
ReLU can prevent the vanishing and exploding gradients, 
but some units may not be activated all the time, causing 
the neural network to be hard for training [13]. Therefore, 
we choose scaled exponential linear units (SELU) for 
activation. The formula of SELU is given as: 

 ( ) 0
0i

i i
i x

i

x if x
SELU x

e if x
λ

α α
>

=  − ≤
 (6) 

Where λ and α are tunable parameters. [14] showed 
that the outputs of a fully-connected neural network would 
approximate the standard normal distribution when 

1.058λ ≈ and 1.673α ≈ , which is suitable for the 
application of our model. 

The structure of proposed VAE is shown in Fig.1. The 
Input size and output size is set as 24 24× for the 
convolution layer. The activation function for convolution 
layers and fully-connected layers are ReLU and SELU 
respectively. In addition, we choose the same padding 
mode. The “Lambda” mode is used to transform the 
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sampling results from standard normal distribution based 
on obtained mean and variance. During the parameters 
tuning, it is found the VAE reaches its best performance 
when the dimension of mean and variance is 6. Finally, we 
can use the second half of the trained model for scenarios 
generation. 
 

 
Fig. 1.  The structure of the VAE for scenarios generation. 

2.2 Cascade Hydropower Stations 

For the determination of optimal operation strategy for the 
integrated hydro-wind-solar hybrid system, the key point 
is the model of cascade hydroelectric plants. With 
nonlinear factors in many aspects, the optimization model 
including cascade hydropower stations is usually high-
dimensional, non-convex and nonlinear. First, the goal is 
set to maximize the generating efficiency. Because the 
maximum efficiency is usually attained with the highest 
head, the objective function is defined as follow: 
 ( )max i

t T i H
h t

∈ ∈
  (6) 

Where ( )ih t  represents the water head of i-th 

hydropower plant at time t , { }1 2, , , nH H H H=   index 
the n cascade hydroelectric plants while 

{ }1 2, , , mT T T T=  indicate the m time periods, in this 
paper, 24m = . 

The operational benefit of hydropower stations is 
determined by dynamic characteristic curves to a great 
extent. Given the water discharge, water head and the 
conversion efficiency, we can get the power generation 
based on the input-output curves as follow: 
 ( ) ( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( ), ,h i i i i iP t g h t q t h t q tρ η=  (7) 

Where ( ),h iP t represents the power generation of i-th 
hydropower electric plant at time t , ρ and g are the 
water density and gravitational acceleration respectively, 

( )iq t is the power generating flow of i-th hydropower 

electric plant at time t , ( ) ( )( ),i ih t q tη  is the generating 

efficiency for i-th hydropower electric plant with ( )ih t  

and ( )iq t . 
Furthermore, the head, power generation, water 

discharge and the reservoir volume must meet the 
minimum and maximum constraints. 
 ( ),

m M
i h i iP P t P≤ ≤  (8) 

 ( )m M
i i iq q t q≤ ≤  (9) 

 ( )m M
i i ih h t h≤ ≤  (10) 

 ( )m M
i i iV V t V≤ ≤  (11) 

Where m
iP and M

iP are the minimum and maximum 
value of ( ),h iP t for i-th hydropower electric plant, m

iq and 
M
iq represent the upper and lower bounds of ( )iq t  of i-th 

hydropower electric plant, m
ih and M

ih restrict the range of 
( )ih t , while ( )iV t  is limited from m

iV  to M
iV . 

Meanwhile, many nonlinear correlations should be 
considered. For instance, the forebay elevation of a 
reservoir is nonlinearly related to the volume, while the 
tailwater elevation will be affected by water flow from 
upstream reservoir. Therefore, the formula of head is as 
follow: 
 ( ) ( )( )u

i i iZ t V t=   (12) 

 ( ) ( ) ( )( )d
i i i iZ t q t tσ= +  (13) 

 ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )1 1 Z
2

u u d loss
i i i i ih t Z t Z t t h t = + − − − 

 (14) 
Where ( )i ⋅  represents the forebay elevation-

reservoir volume curves while ( )i ⋅  means the tailwater 

elevation-water flow curves; ( )u
iZ t is the upper water 

level at time t for i-th hydropower plant, ( )iV t is the 
reservoir volume of i-th hydropower plant at time t ; 

( )d
iZ t is the tail water level at time t for i-th hydropower 

plant, ( )i tσ is the water spillage of i-th hydropower plant 

at time t ; ( )loss
ih t is the water head loss at time t for i-th 

hydropower plant. In order to simplify the formulation of 
water head, we assume the head is linearly related to the 
forebay elevation and tail water level, and the water head 
loss is constant. 

Also, the water relations between different cascade 
reservoirs should be taken into account. Thus we get 
hydraulic continuity equations as below: 

 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

( ) ( ) ( )
1 1

1 1

1i i i i i

i i i i

V t V t Q t q t

t q t t

τ
σ τ σ

− −

− −

+ = + + −

+ − − −
 (15) 

Where 1iτ −  indicates the water time delay from i-1-th 
hydropower plant to i-th hydropower plant; ( )1 1i iq t τ− −−

and ( )1 1i itσ τ− −−  means the effects of the upstream 
hydropower station on the downstream hydropower 
station through the water generating flow and water 
spillage. ( )iQ t is the runoff of i-th hydropower plant at 
time t . 
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2.3 Solutions of the optimization model 

Although a refined model for hydro-wind-solar hybrid 
system is established, the proposed optimization is 
difficult to solve because of nonlinear factors. There is still 
no general and perfect algorithm to deal with high-
dimensional, non-convex and non-linear problems. 
Although some heuristic algorithms, such as genetic 
algorithm and particle swarm optimization, can be used to 
solve such problems, the results are usually not optimal 
and the convergence process is slow. In this paper, we 
make full use of several linearization methods for the (7), 
(12), (13), and transform this model into a mixed integer 
linear programming (MILP) problem, which can be solved 
by mature commercial software, such as CPLEX and 
Gurobi. 

To deal with the nonlinear water head, we use 
piecewise linearization method to linearize the forebay 
elevation-reservoir volume curves and tailwater elevation-
water flow curves. Given 1, 2, Uχ =  intervals for upper 
stream water level and 1, 2, Dγ =   for tail water level, 
we obtain: 

 ( ) ( ) ( )
1

U
u
i i i i iZ t t tχ χ χ χ

χ
δ α θ β

=

 = +   (16) 

 ( ) ( ) ( )
1

D
d
i i i i iZ t t tγ γ γ γ

γ
δ α θ β

=

 = +   (17) 

Where i
χα and i

χβ  are the linearization coefficients of 
( )u

iZ t  in  interval χ , while i
γα and i

γβ  are the 

linearization coefficients of ( )d
iZ t  in interval γ . ( )i tχθ  

and ( )i tγθ  indicate the scope of reservoir volume and 

water flow in interval χ  and γ  separately. ( )i tχδ and 

( )i tγδ  are binary variables to give the intervals ( )u
iZ t  

and ( )d
iZ t  belong to. In addition, ( )i tχδ  and ( )i tγδ need 

to satisfy following constraints: 

 ( )
1

1
U

i tχ

χ
δ

=

=  (18) 

 ( ) {0,1}i tχδ ∈  (19) 

 ( )
1

1
D

i tγ

γ
δ

=

=  (20) 

 ( ) {0,1}i tγδ ∈  (21) 
Thus we can get: 

 ( ) ( ) ( )
1

U

i i iV t t tχ χ

χ
δ θ

=

=  (22) 

 ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
1

D

i i i iq t t t tγ γ

γ
σ δ θ

=

+ =  (23) 

Accordingly, we get the linearized water head with 
above assumptions. Moreover, the volume of reservoir 
with large capacity usually remains nearly constant in the 
day-ahead time scale, so the formulation can be directly 
linearized around the current head level, which can meet 
the accuracy requirements with greatly reduced number of 
binary variables. 

For the nonlinear input-output curves, we assume that 

the dynamic characteristics of each hydro unit in the same 
hydropower station are consistent. Besides, the reservoir 
volume and runoff will not change drastically in a day, we 
can make the hypothesis that the power generation 
efficiency is constant. Nonetheless, the power generation 
characteristic of hydropower stations is still a non-convex 
bilinear function. To this regard, we use McCormick’s 
inequalities to build the convex envelope for dynamic 
curves of hydropower units and transform the model into 
a tractable one [15]. The computational errors are 
determined by the relaxation intervals. So we are able to 
further reduce the search area by increasing the binary 
variables to restrict the range of continuous variables, but 
the computational complexity is supposed to be 
considered. The detailed process can be found in [16].  

Based on the obtained scenarios, the power generation 
of wind or PV can be seen as certain variable in a particular 
scenario. Then, the key point is the control of cascade 
reservoirs. To sum up, the complete procedure is as seen 
in Fig 2. 

 

 

3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
In this section, we will illustrate the performance of our 
methods. First, the generated scenarios for wind and PV 
power considering spatial and temporal correlations are 
compared with real historical data, proving the efficiency 
of VAE model. Next the MILP problems for hydro-wind-
solar hybrid system is solved to get the optimal operation 
strategy considering complementary coordination. 

3.1 Data Description 

The training and validation dataset for wind and 
photovoltaic power is built based on the actual data from 
a province in northwest China. Five cascade hydropower 
stations system including 4 adjustable hydropower 
stations and 1 run-off hydroelectric plant is chosen for 
analysis. The power output of 6 wind farms and 18 solar 
arrays all the year round is utilized. By resampling the 
original data, the input data has resolution of 1 hour. Thus 
we can form the 24 24×  input size without zero padding. 
To reflect the advantage of power fluctuation and 
nonlinear correlations handling, we use the VAE to 
directly fit the power generation.  

 
Fig. 2. The complete procedure for proposed coordinated 

optimization model. 
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3.2 Scenarios Generation 

In this paper, the VAE network is established based on 
Keras 2.2.2 and Tensorflow 1.10.0. The Adam optimizer 
is selected 

 
for back propagation. A laptop with four 1.80GHz CPUs 
is used for training. The detailed parameters and structure 
of proposed VAE is seen in Fig 1. We use ReLU as the 
activation function of convolutional layer, SELU as the 
activation function of fully-connected layer and Sigmoid 
for the output layer. Then we can intercept the decoder part 
as the generative model if the VAE is completely trained. 
Some generated scenarios are illustrated to verify the 
validity of our proposed method as seen in the Fig 3. 

Although the power output in the test samples is not 
trained, the generative model automatically produces 
some scenarios close to the test samples as Fig 3 shows. 
The fluctuation of wind and PV power are accurately fitted. 
The proposed VAE structure can not only reproduce the 
data in the training set, but also create new but practical 
scenarios based on the learned 

 

 

features. The results demonstrate that the scenarios 
generated by VAE model is consistent with the actual 
situation 

.  

 
On the other hand, we can analyze the statistical 

characteristics of generated scenarios in the long term. The 
probability distribution functions (PDF) of actual power 
generation data and generated scenarios for wind and PV 
are displayed in Fig 4 and Fig 5. And the cumulative 
distributions function (CDF) of actual power generation 
data and generated scenarios are shown in Fig 6 and Fig 7. 
Among them, the time periods when the power output is 
zero are removed for probability distribution of PV power 
to compare the results in better visualization. 

As seen from Fig 4 to Fig 7, the probability distribution 
and cumulative distribution of generated scenarios 
accurately fit the historical samples, which indicates that 
the VAE model is able to learn the distribution 
characteristics of training samples. Based on the 
unsupervised training theory, we achieve the performance 
of probability modeling of traditional methods. 

Furthermore, in order to estimate the spatial correlation 
of generated scenarios, we calculate the correlation 
coefficients between historical data and generated 
scenarios for wind and PV power respectively as seen in 
Fig 8. 

As shown in Fig 8, although the spatial correlation 
coefficients between some wind farms and solar arrays are 
slightly different for actual data and generated data, the 
VAE model can capture the spatial correlation 
characteristics as a whole. It is demonstrated that VAE 
model can capture both the short-term characteristics and 
long-term characteristics of wind  
and PV power, such as frequent fluctuation, peak-valley 
changes, PDF, CDF, and spatial correlations. The 
generated scenarios almost reproduce the characteristics 

 
Fig. 3.  Daily wind and photovoltaic power output 

comparison between actual data and generated scenarios. 
  

 
Fig. 4.  Probability distribution of actual samples and 

generated scenarios for solar power. 

 
Fig. 5.  Probability distribution of actual samples and 

generated scenarios for wind power. 

 
Fig. 6.  Cumulative distribution of actual samples 

and generated scenarios for wind power. 

 
Fig. 7.  Cumulative distribution of actual samples and 

generated scenarios for wind power. 
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of actual data without modifying the VAE network 
structure. Compared to the traditional approach, proposed 
generative model can be more representative of the actual 
operation characteristics of the wind farms and solar 
arrays.  

 

3.3 Optimal Operation of Hydro-wind-solar 
Hybrid System 

Based on the obtained scenarios for wind and solar 
generation, we can analysis the operation of hydro-wind-
solar hybrid system in the given power transmission 
demand. The wind and PV power output are definitive in 
a certain scenario. Therefore, the target is to balance the 
remaining load through the regulation of cascade 
hydropower stations. 

In our model, in order to get the maximum generating 
head and system operation efficiency, the five cascade 
hydropower stations should be operated appropriately. 
The first and second reservoirs should undertake the base 
load in the maximum generating efficiency and control the 
water discharge to the downstream considering the 
characteristics of wind and PV. Next, the third and fourth 
reservoir is supposed to mainly track the fast fluctuation 
of wind and solar power. The last hydropower station 
should provide stable power support in the peak-load 
hours. Then we run the proposed optimal operation 

 
model and solve the MILP problems. Fig 8 shows the 

power output from cascade hydropower stations, wind 
farms and solar arrays separately over a week. The load 
curve is also displayed in this graph. The result proves that 
the power generation of only hydro-wind-solar hybrid 
system can meet the given load demand most of the time. 
During the simulation time scale, renewable energy 
curtailment occurs only on the fourth day because of large 
amount of wind-PV power generation and limited 
adjustable ability from hydropower. 

 
Typically, the operation of five cascade hydropower 

stations on a certain day is described in Fig 9. Although 
the power output of the first two cascade hydropower 
stations is influenced by inflow, it is relatively stable to 
provide the base load. With large regulation capacity and 
fast adjustable ability, the third and fourth cascade 
hydropower stations can balance the fluctuation of wind 
and PV power around 12h. The fifth hydropower station is 
capable of undertaking partial load in the peak hour and 
impound water for the rest of time because of the 
constraints of other factors. Finally, with the full use of the 
regulation capacity from cascade hydropower stations, the 
optimal operation of only hydro-wind-solar hybrid system 
achieves a good performance. 

4 CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 
In this paper, we propose a VAE based model for scenarios 
generation considering the spatial and temporal 
correlations between wind and PV power. The coordinated 
operation strategy is made to fully utilize the regulation 
capacity of cascade reservoir. By utilizing the VAE 
network, the results indicate that VAE structure can 
accurately capture the short-term and long-term 
characteristics and correlations between wind and PV 
power. By solving the MILP model, we find that the power 
output of only hydro-wind-solar hybrid system can meet 
the target load demand most of the time, which is capable 
of reducing computational complexity of latter scheduling 
and decreasing the renewable energy curtailment.  

In future research, the structure of VAE network and 
loss function can be further optimized. On the other hand, 
the operation of hydro-wind-solar hybrid system will be 
analyzed in drought and flood season. The uncertain load 
variation and electricity market may be considered as well. 

 
Fig. 8.  Spatial correlation coefficients matrix for one-day 

training data and generated scenarios of wind and PV 
power. 

 
Fig. 8.  Weekly optimal coordinated operation of hydro-

wind-solar hybrid system. 
  

 
Fig. 9.  Power output of five cascade hydropower stations 

in a typical day. 
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